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Notes 

Thank you for purchasing the MyFlyDream AutoPilot (hereinafter referred to as MFD 

AP). 

 Please follow this manual to get familiar with the AP and to operate it correctly. The 

MFD AP is a precision electronic device. Please read this manual carefully to avoid 

damaging the device. 

 The AP is designed to use with RC-models only. Please use it in compliance with 

applicable local laws. The reliability and accuracy of the tracking system depend on 

a number of factors. A strong electromagnetic interference, strong winds, bad GPS 

status and other reasons may cause a bad result. Please consider the risk and take 

it yourself. Any loss or damage caused by the AP system is not our responsibility. 

 We reserve the right to continuously improve the product performance, so this 

document may be not in full compliance with the AP you purchased. The latest 

version of this document will be available at our website: 

 www.MyFlyDream.com 

 

 

http://www.myflydream.com/


1. Hardware and features 

 

ID Name 

A MyFlyDream AutoPilot 

B GPS 

C 100A Current Sensor (optional 50A) 

D Customized shielded cables for Camera/VideoTX 

E Cables for RC-RX 

F Jumper, and header for camera connector 

G USB-TTL cable for firmware update 

 

MFD AP has build-in 3-axis gyro, 3-axis Acceleration sensor, 3 axis digital compass and 

barometer. AP has two CPUs, one for the MFD attitude calculation, the other in charge for 

the OSD and fly logic control. Base on this advanced hardware, AP can be used to control 

your plane to fly according the way points you defined, or to control the plane return to 

home automaticlly. 

MFD AP’s advanced features includes: 

1) Full attitude AHRS, max angular rate is 2000deg/s. 

2) Pixel based black/white OSD. High refresh rate to reduce the display latency. 

3) Intergraded MFD Auto Antenna Tracker (AAT) support, can be used with MFD AAT 

(Automatic Antenna Tracker) directly. 

4) All functions and parameters can be accessed with the OSD menu system. Especially 



users can define the waypoints with OSD visibly. 

5) MAVLink protocol is supported. You can use APM Mission Planner (a 3rd open source 

GCS running on PC) to define waypoints or to trace the plane on the map in real time. 

There are also some apps running on mobile devices can be used with MFD AP. 

Specification 

 

 COMMENT 

Weight 30g 

Power supply 7~20V (12V is recommended) 

Current consume <200ma@12V (with GPS, without other electronics) 

PWM input channels 6 (PWM input setup) or 8 (PPM input setup) 

PWM output channels 4 

Maximum rolling angular 2000 degree/s 

Flight modes MANual, STaBlizer, CIRcle, ALTitude, WayPoinT, 

ReturnToHome 

MAX. Waypoints 10 

Support plane layouts Normal, Wing (Ailvator), V-Tail 

2. Wiring 

* Please visit this link about wiring: http://youtu.be/peX3BOoyPFk 

 

http://youtu.be/peX3BOoyPFk


The above picture shows AP’s connection ports from A~J:  

Port Description 

A) Power power supply (Usually 12V) 

B) CH1~CH6 Input CH1~CH6 PWM inputs, connect to receiver 

C) CH1~CH4 Output CH1~CH4 PWM outputs to the servos 

D) GPS To GPS 

E) Data DataRadio (optional) 

F) Camera To camera 

G) AV-TX To video transmitter 

H) AUX Auxiliary port for AirSpeed sensor/Sonar … etc. (optional) 

I) Sensors To current sensor board and RSSI signal 

J) EXT Extended port for future use 

Connect to the common devices as the picture shown below:

 

A) Power 



This port supplies power to the AP. The AP has an internal 5V switching power unit so it can 

be powered from 7-20V.  But the camera and the video transmitter will also share the 

power directly from this port. Most of the camera and video TX need 12V, so we recommend 

you to power the AP with a 3S lipo (or use our DC-DC power module to get 12V power from 

your main battery). That will make the wiring easier and cleaner.  

Pins Use for 

A1 12V positive 

A2 Ground (negative) 

B) CH1~CH6 Input 

Connect RC receiver to this port to the read the RC control input. As showed in the picture, 

the WHITE pins are signal pins, RED pins are power supply pins to the receiver (these red 

pins are internally connected), and the BLACK pins are GND (these black pins are also 

internally connected). 

These 6 RED pins are isolated with the AP. AP does not supply power to these pins neither 

getting power from them. 

CH1~CH6： 

channel connection 

CH1 AIL  

CH2 ELE  

CH3 THR  

CH4 RUD  

CH5 Mode switch A (2-positions). In PPM mode it's for FUTABA PPM input 

CH6 Mode switch B (3-postions). In PPM mode it's for JR PPM input. 

AP needs a 2-positions and a 3-positions switch to switch the flight modes. Please connect 

them to CH5 and CH6 as the above table. AP needs all these input channels to access all its 

functions. Especially you need to ensure all 6 channels are connected even you don't need 

CH4(RUD) for a flying wing. 

 

Use a receiver with PPM (PulsePositionModulation) output 

AP supports PPM signal input. If your receiver outputs PPM, only one cable is needed to 



connect your receiver to the AP. 

A) For Futaba (or similar) receivers, the definition of PPM channels for channel 1-4 are AIL, 

ELE, THR, and RUD. In this case please connect PPM cable to CH5. 

B) For JR (or similar) receivers, the definition for channel 1-4 are THR, AIL, ELE, and RUD. In this 

case please connect PPM cable to CH6. 

 Once a valid PPM signal is recognized on CH5 or CH6, Input channels CH1~CH4 will 

automatically be used as auxiliary servo output ports. AP will not accept PWM signals until it 

is power on again. 

C) CH1~CH4 Output 

Connect servos to this port so that AP is able to control your plane. 

WHITE pins are signal pins, RED pins are servo power supply, BLACK pins are GND. These red 

pins are internal connected with the red pins of PORT B (CH1~CH6 input port). 

NOTE : AP will not supply power to your servos or receiver. You need a 5V/6V BEC or 

something like that to supply power to your servos and receiver. 

 

CH1~CH4 output functions 

Channel Use for 

CH1 AIL servo output 

CH2 ELE servo output 

CH3 THR ESC output 

CH4 RUD servo output 

D) GPS 



Connect the GPS to this port. This port is also used for firmware update. 

Pins Function 

D1 TX 

D2 RX (connect to the GPS TX wire) . 

D3 3.3V power supply to the GPS 

D4 Ground 

E) Data 

This port is used for the telemetry data radio (or USB-TTL cable/Bluetooth module...etc.) 

You need this port if you want to upload waypoints from you ground station software. 

Pins Use for 

E1 TX (to the telemetry radio RX) 

E2 RX (to the telemetry radio TX) 

E3 5V power (Can be adjusted to 3.3V by a solder jumper inside the AP) 

E4 Ground 

F) Camera 

Connect your camera to this port. Use the power supply pin of this port (F2) ONLY if your 

camera can use the same voltage as you power the AP (usually 12V). 

For example your camera needs 12V power supply. And you also use 12V to power AP, just 

simply connect the 3 wires of the camera to this port in this case. If it is a 5V camera, you 

need to find other ways to supply 5V power to it separately and not to use the F2 pin. 

Pins Use for 



F1 GND Ground 

F2 PWR Power (the same voltage as the AP Power input pin -- A1) 

F3 VID (Camera video signal) 

G) AV-TX 

Connect your video transmitter to this port. 

Pins Use for 

G1 GND, Ground 

G2 PWR, power (voltage is the same as A1 pin of the AP) 

G3 VID, video output with the OSD information to the video TX. 

G4 AUD, Audio output for the AAT tracker. Connect to the audio channel 

of the VideoTX 

Similar as PORT F (the camera port), if your video transmitter power supply voltage is 

different from the AP, you have to power the video TX separately and not to use the G2 PIN. 

H) AUX 

This port is used to connect with AUX devices. The AUX device may be a ultrasonic sensor or 

other stuffs. Usually we plug an AirSpeed sensor to this port. Just leave it alone if you don’t 

need to use it yet. 

Pins Use for 

H1 Depends on the AUX device. (RXD for AirSpeed sensor) 

H2 Depends on the AUX device. 

H3 5V  



H4 GND  

I) Sensors 

These pins are for current sensor and RSSI input. 

Connect the current sensor comes with the AP directly to this port. The current sensor has a 

4pin connector. Please align its black wire to I5 (GND pin). 

WARNING: Please solder 2 GND wire on the current sensor as close as possible to avoid 

burning the GND trace of the current sensor. Because the trace on PCB is not able to handle 

20A or higher current without enhancing with solder. 

 

After connecting the current sensor, the L1 (for RSSI input) is still available. Connect the RSSI 

signal from your RX to here if RSSI signal of the RX is available. The RSSI input is buffered 

inside the AP. So it’s no need to use any external circuit to buffer your RSSI signal again. 

Pins Use for 

L1 RSSI (0~5V) 

L2 VOLT power pack (0~27V) 

L3 CURR power current (0~100A) or (0~50A) 

L4 PWR 5V  

L5 GND Ground 

J) EXT 



This is I2C extension port is for other devices. 

Pins Use for 

J1 SCL 

J2 SDA 

J3 PWR 3.3 v 

J4 GND 

 

3. Install and setup 

For better performance please mount the AP around the CG point of the plane. For small 

electrical plane there is no need to use any dumping material to mount the AP. Use the double 

sides tape or Velcro to mount the AP directly to the place would be fine for most cases. Always 

make sure the arrow on the AP is pointing forward of your plane (Actually you can install the AP 

to LEFT/RIGHT/BACKWARD. Check menu item PLANE SETTINGS->AP DIRECTION) . Ensure the AP 

is parallel to your plane centerline (as the picture shows below): 

 

 



 
Because most of the settings will be done via the OSD menu, so if you don’t have your video 

transmitter hooked up, you can connect a TV monitor to the port G of the AP to monitor the OSD 

display to set up the AP. 

Turn on your RC transmitter and make sure the CH5 and CH6 are both on the low position. 

(In technical terms, around 1000~1200us). If the wiring is correct, you can see the G and R led on 

the AP flash for two times when power on. After that you will see OSD picture on your monitor. 

 The OSD of AP is not able to generate video signal itself. It can only overlay OSD picture on 

an existing video signal. So OSD needs a video input signal (maybe from a camera, or other 

video sources) to work.  

 

 Hereinafter we use THR/AIL/ELE/RUD/CH5/CH6 to refer the 

Throttle/Aileron/Elevator/ Rudder/Channel5/Channel6 sticks or switches on the 

transmitter.  And LOW/MID/HIGH refer to [Low position]/[middle position]/[High 

position] in the corresponding context. 

 How to enter the OSD menu 

THR, CH5 and CH6 on LOW, move ELE to the bottom-right corner, wait for 3 seconds or 

longer until the OSD prompts “Enter menu?”. Then switch the CH5 to HIGH to enter OSD menu 

mode. 

 How to exit the OSD menu  

    THR on LOW, CH5 switch to LOW to exit the OSD menu. 

 How to access the menu 

Use ELE to move the indicator UP and DOWN. 

Moving AIL to RIGHT to edit the item value or to enter the next level sub-menu. 

Moving AIL to LEFT to quit editing an item or to go back to the upper level menu. 



When editing values, switch CH6 to LOW/MID/HIGH position to select 1/5/10 step length. 

Initial setup 

Please follow this procedure to setup the AP:  

1) Enter OSD menu SAVE/LOAD->LOAD PRE-SET and select a model which is similar with your 

plane. Move ELE to the right to load in the model settings. In current version the pre-set 

models includes: 

Name Comment Name Comment 

Skywalker(Default) 

 

X6 

 

X5 

 

Talon 

 

MiniTalon 

 

Bixler 

 

Because every plane has its characters, these settings are only for reference. 

There are 3 types of plane available: NORMAL/WING/V-TAIL 

Select the type of you plane if via OSD menu PLANE SETTINGS->PLANE TYPE 

Especially we need to point out that loading settings from a pre-set model will not modify 

your servos REVERSED settings. 

2) CH5 and CH6 on LOW, you should see MAN (manual mode) at the upper-left corner of the 

OSD screen. Move ELE, RUD and AIL you should see corresponding movements on the servos. 

If you see the movement is reversed to your input, please adjust it in your transmitter with 

the servo reverse function. When the AP is in MAN mode, the RC control signal will pass 

through the AP to the servos. 

If your servos work correct before you install the AP, you don’t need to reverse the servo 

setup of your transmitter in this step. 

We also suggest to use -100%~+100% travel range (end points) setting in your transmitter. 

3) CH5 on LOW, CH6 on MID, AP is in STB (stabilized) mode now. The OSD will display STB 

instead of MAN. Banking the plane in STB mode, we should see the servos always react as 

trying to recover the plane to level attitude: 

Surface How to test 

AIL 

Bank the plane to the right (left wing up and right wing down), 

the left aileron should go upward and the right aileron should go 

downward to force the plane roll to left and back to level attitude. 



ELE 

Hold the plane nose up, 

the elevator should go downward to force the plane pitch down and back 

to level attitude. 

RUD 
Spin the plane in counterclockwise, the rudder should move to the right 

to resist the spinning trend. 

 

These pictures describe it more clear: 

 
Plane banks to the right:  left aileron moves upward, the right one moves downward 

 
Plane nose up:  elevator move downward 



 
Plane spins in counterclockwise:  rudder move to the right 

 

If any control surface moves to an unexpected direction, go to PLANE SETTINGS OSD menu, 

reverse the corresponding channel (AIL,ELE or RUD). For instance if when the plane nose up, 

elevator goes upward, you have to reverse the PLANE SETTINGS->ELE status. 

4) Execute a Common calibration. This is to tell the AP how it’s installed in the plane. Keep 

the plane still, make sure the right wing and left wing are level, and the pitch are on the 

normal fly attitude(Normally we need a bit nose up to create an attack angle for the wing). 

Enter the OSD menu, navigate to “COMMON CALIBRATION”, move CH6 to MID, then move 

AIL stick to the right to execute the calibration. 

The AP will start to calibrate itself and display some information on OSD. Wait for a while 

until the timer counts down to zero. Move AIL to left to exit the calibration. 

 

These parameters are calibrated during the COMMON CALIBRATION: 

1. The zero-point-error of the AP gyro and accelerometer. (Equals to execute 

SENSORS->CAL. GYRO+ACCL) 

2. The neutral points of AIL, ELE and RUD channels of your radio system. (Equals to execute 

SENSORS->CAL. JOY STICK) 

3. AP alignment angle errors. You can also modify this parameters manually by OSD menu: 

3.4 PLANE SETTINGS->ROLL TRIM and 3.5 PLANE SETTINGS->PITCH TRIM 

 

Now Exit the menu, you should see the OSD artificial horizon line (AHL) almost matches the 

real horizon line. 



4. OSD Layout: 

 

 

OSD display will slightly change according to the fly modes 

OSD display elements introduction: 

1. Flying time (mm:ss) 



2. Flight modes. The 6 available flight modes are: MAN/STB/WPT/CIR/ALT/RTH. Refer to 

Chapter 8. Test fly for more information about flight modes. 

3. Total traveling distance of the flight. 

4. The heading direction. Heading to the north is represented as 0 degree. East/south/west 

are 90,180,270. When the plane’s speed is greater than 5km/h the heading data comes 

from the GPS. When the speed is less than 5Km/H, the heading data comes from the 

combination of GPS and internal compass. 

5. The number of satellites that GPS locked. 

6. RSSI, receiver signal strength. If your receiver supports analog RSSI output, AP can read it 

from the sensor port and display the value here. 

7. Azimuth angle to the target. Only shown in Auto modes (CIR/ALT/WPT/RTH). When the 

target (in WPT mode it's the current way point we are flying to; in RTH mode it's the 

home location; in ALT mode it's the cruise direction that AP locked) is to the NORTH of 

the plane, the azimuth is 0. When the target is to the WEST of the plane the angle is 270. 

8. Altitude of the target. Only shown in Auto modes. It is the altitude that we are flying to. 

In WPT mode it's the altitude of the way point we are flying to; In RTH mode it's the safe 

altitude; In ALT mode it's the altitude that we are trying to maintain. 

9. Ground Speed. The unit is km/h or Mile/h.  

 If AirSpeed sensor is connected you will get 2 readings here. In this case the above one 

 is air speed reading. The below one is ground speed reading. 

10. Throttle indicator. Comparing with the speed bar beside the throttle indicator, a full 

length line of the speed bar indicates 100% throttle output. The throttle value of this 

screenshot is about 25%. 

11. Relative altitude. Refers to the altitude of the HOME location. It's from the baro-meter. 

The unit is in meter or feet. 

12. Climbing rate indicator. A full length line as the altitude bar indicates a 4m/s climbing 

rate. If the climbing rate is greater than 4, A precise number will be displayed (as shown 

in the below picture, the climbing rate = 5.7m/s). With 0m/s climbing rate this indicator 

will be invisible. 

13. AHL (Artificial Horizon Line). AP estimates the current attitude of the plane and simulates 

a horizon line on the screen. 

14. Plane icon. This icon is always shown on the center of the screen. It simulates the plane 

that you are behind the plane and look toward its nose. Using this icon with the AHL you 

are able to get a clear image of the attitude of the plane. If the icon is above the AHL 

that means the plane is nose up (climbing), otherwise it's nose down. 

15. Target indicator. It points to the target (in WPT mode it's the way point we are flying to; 

In CIR mode it is the center we are circling, in other modes it's the home location). When 



the indicator points to the 12 o’clock, it means the target is in front of the plane. When 

the indicator points to 9 o’clock, it means the target is on the left side of the plane and 

you need to turn 90 degrees to the left to flying to the target. 

16. Battery voltage (In Volt). This data is read from the current sensor. The gauge shows the 

remained battery life. To match the battery that you are using, you need to config the 

battery type via OSD menu SENSORS SETTINGS->BATTERY TYPE. The AP will assume that 

4.2v is the voltage of a fully charged single cell battery. And 3.7v means the battery cell is 

empty. If you don’t want to hide this gauge please set BATTERY TYPE = 0S. 

17. Current that measuring from the current sensor. (in Amps) 

18. The energy that already consumed. (In mAH) 

19. Distance to home. (It's the projection distance, not the Line Of Sight distance). 

20. You can select what data to display here with OSD menu OSD SETTINGS->DISPLAY R.  

 LON/LAT : GPS ASL (AboveSeaLevel)/longitude/latitude 

 R/L : ROLL/PITCH angle of the plane. 

  The data shown in the screenshot is [GPS longitude/latitude/ASL]. 

21. WayPoint Icon. Only visible in WPT mode. The flashing icon means it’s the way point that 

we are flying to. In WPT mode the THR stick is assigned to zoom in and out the radar 

map in this case. Using the AIL stick to select a previous/next waypoint. Icon "0" means 

the home position. 

22. Target distance, only showed in CIR mode and WPT mode. In CIR mode it is the distance 

to the center of the circle; In WPT mode it's the distance to the way point that we are 

flying to. 

 FlyTogether function 

 

In some videos of MFD system you maybe see an icon like the symbols in the green circle. 

This OSD content is not overlaid by MFD AP but the AATDriver of MFD AAT system. By 

connecting 2 or more AATDrivers on the ground we can get other plane's information and 

overlay the relative content on the screen. We call it "FlyTogether" function. 

According to the above picture, our friend is at 9 O'clock, flying to almost the opposite 

direction with us. Our distance is 123m, and it's 115m below us. 

To use this function you need 2 or more MFD AAT system and connect them together. 



5. Test fly 

AP has 6 flight modes. The current flight mode is displayed on the upper-left corner of the OSD 

screen. These 6 modes are selected by the combinations of CH5 and CH6. 

 

Please follow the following procedure in the test fly: 

1) Switch the AP to MAN (manual mode), fly it as a normal RC plane. Check the plane CG and 

CH5 CH6 Mode Description 

Any 

position 
LOW MAN 

Manual mode. The plane is controlled by the radio input. AP 

is bypassed. 

LOW MIDDLE STB 
Stabilizer mode. AP will keep the plane in level attitude if 

you release the sticks. Throttle is controlled by user. 

LOW HIGH WPT 

Way Point mode. AP will navigate to the waypoints you 

defined looped. The throttle is controlled by AP. 

THR ,AIL and RUD sticks are assigned for other purposes. 

(Zoom-in/out, Next/Pre waypoint, Exceed mode…) 

HIGH MIDDLE CIR or ALT 

Circle mode or Altitude mode. You need to select one of the 

2 modes via PLANE SETTINGS->CH5=H,CH6=M 

Circle mode: 

AP will use the position that you engage Circle mode as the 

center to circle. You can use ELE to adjust the altitude that 

AP maintains. 

Altitude mode: 

AP will maintain the altitude that you engage Altitude 

mode. You can use ELE to adjust the altitude that it 

maintains. 

AP will also lock the cruise direction after you release all 

sticks for 2 seconds. Mode name "ALT*" will display to 

inform that. in "ALT*" status, you can use RUD stick to 

adjust the locked cruise direction by degree. 

In ALT mode you can also move your THR stick up and down 

to adjust the cruise speed (+20%~-10%). OSD will display 

the new cruise speed just above the speed reading. 

In both CIR and ALT mode throttle is controlled by AP 

HIGH HIGH RTH 

RTH (ReturnToHome) mode. AP will control the plane to fly 

back to launch point (Home). The safe altitude is set to 120 

meter by default. When the RTH mode is engaged, if the 

plane is higher than safe-alt, the plane will lower to safe-alt 

slowly. If the plane is lower than the safe-alt, it will climb to 

safe-alt as soon as possible.  

Once the plane arrives home, "RTH*" will be displayed. 

The throttle is controlled by AP in RTH mode. 



the control surface before you fly it. Trim the plane if the plane is not able to fly level and 

straight. If you used some trim on the transmitter, when you finish the normal flying, go to 

the OSD menu and execute SENSORS->CAL. JOYSTICK to read and save the neutral points of 

your radio. 

2) After you well tune the plane, switch to the STB stabilize mode. Check the control surface on 

the ground: 

 When you bank you plane to the left (imagine you are the pilot on the plane), the left 

aileron should go down, the right aileron should go up to recover the plane back to level 

attitude. Bank to right, the aileron should go to the opposite direction. 

 When you nose down the plane, the elevator should go up; when you nose up the plane, 

the elevator should go down. 

 You also need to check if the Artificial horizon Line (AHL) in the OSD matches the real 

horizon line. 

Use MAN mode to launch the plane. Climb to about 80meters or above so that we have 

enough altitude to take some risk. Now switch to STB mode. Make sure the plane has enough 

air-speed to stay in the air. Try to bank the plane to left or right. After you release the AIL 

stick AP should be able to recover your plane back to level attitude. Switch back to MAN 

mode and land your plane if anything goes wrong. 

Observe the plane's attitude in the air when you release all the control sticks. 

In ideal case AP should control the plane to fly straight, and maintain the altitude well. But 

sometimes it doesn't. Land the plane and follow the procedures below to tune it better: 

a) If the plane oscillates in roll, that means the ROLL-P is too high. Go to the OSD setting 

menu and navigate to AUTO-PILOT SETTINGS-> ROLL-P, decrease the ROLL-P value. If the 

plane oscillates in pitch, decrease the PITCH-P value in the AUTOPILOT SETTINGS-> 

PITCH-P. If it heads to left and right oscillating, decrease the AUTOPILOT SETTINGS-> 

YAW-P. 

b) If the plane can’t maintain in the level attitude, it means the parameters mentioned 

above is not big enough to control the plane. You need to increase the corresponding 

values. For example if the plane is not able to maintain level in rolling, we need to 

increase AUTO-PILOT SETTINGS-> ROLL-P a bit and try again. 

c) If your plane keeps climbing/diving/turning the left/turning to the right, maybe you need 

to compensate the AP installation error manually. 

 Increasing PLANE SETTINGS->PITCH TRIM will increase the attach angle and cause 

the plane to climb. Decreasing it will cause the plane to dive. 

 Increasing PLANE SETTINGS->ROLL TRIM will cause the plane to turn to the right. 

Decreasing it will cause the plane to turn to the left. 

If the plane works well in STB mode, you can try ALT mode carefully to check the status of 

automatic flying. After engage ALT mode the plane should maintain its heading, altitude and 

speed automatically.  

Tuning the plane in good status in STB is the precondition of perfect automatic flying. 

3) Next is to test RTH function. You have to set home before take off.  

If you don't set home the OSD will show N/A instead of a target distance reading. Once you 

engage RTH mode in this situation, AP will load in the last HOME location and display a 

warning message. 



The AP will automatically set home when GPS lock to 8 satellites and more. 

 You can set home manually using the stick of your radio. Put CH5 and CH6 on LOW 

position, hold the ELE stick in down position for 2 seconds or longer, the OSD will 

prompt "SETTING HOME?” on the screen. Then switch CH5 to HIGH position. The 

elevator of the plane will swing to indicate that SetHome operation is done. Then switch 

CH5 to LOW to quit SetHome procedure. 

Before you test the RTH for the first time, make sure the plane is in your sight. About 200 

meter away and 60 meter high is a good position to start test. Switch to RTH mode, if 

everything runs smoothly, the plane should turn to home and fly back to you. After flying 

above your head it will start to circle around you, and the flight mode becomes "RTH*". 

a) If the plane turns too slowly or it is not able to maintain the cruise direction well, that 

means the CRUISE-P is too small. Go to the OSD menu and increase AUTO-PILOT 

SETTINGS->CRUISE-P 1 or 2, then try again. 

b) If the plane flew oscillating on its path just like a snake, that means the CRUISE-P is too 

big. Decrease AUTO-PILOT SETTINGS->CRUISE-P and try again. 

c) If the plane not able to reach the SAFE-ALT and maintain the altitude, increase 

AUTOPILOT SETTINGS->ALT-P. If the plane oscillates around the altitude, decrease 

AUTOPILOT SETTINGS->ALT-P. 

d) If the plane speed is too fast or too low, please adjust these parameters: 

AUTO-PILOT SETTINGS-> MIN SPEED 

AUTO-PILOT SETTINGS-> MIN THROTTLE 

We do not suggest to use a very low MIN SPEED setting at the beginning.  

Please set a proper MIN THROTTLE value so that the plane is able to maintain the 

necessary air speed even when it flew to downwind. A very low MIN THROTTLE value 

make cause to stall when the plane flying to downwind. Because it satisfies the MIN 

SPEED but may not have enough air speed in this case. 

We will produce air-speed sensor soon to avoid the plane to stall. 

 

After set up the plane following the above steps you can have fun with your plane now.  

For more details about setting, please refer to Chapter 6.OSD menu system 

 

6. OSD menu system 
1. AUTO-PILOT SETTINGS [Settings about automatic flying] 

 1.1 *MAX-ROLL Maximum roll angle, in degrees. This is the maximum roll angle AP can use 

except in MAN mode. Increase this parameter will increase the maneuverability of the plane, but 

a too big value will cause unstable flying or crash. Recommended value is 20~45 degrees. 

(NOTE: In STB mode AP allows 120% MAX-ROLL to increase the maneuverability) 

 1.2 *MAX PITCH-UP Maximum pitch up angle, in degrees. This is the maximum pitch angle 

AP will use except in MAN mode. A too big value maybe will result in stall or spin. Recommended 

value is 15 ~35 degrees. 

 1.3 *MAX PITCH-DOWN Maximum pitch down angle, in degrees. Recommended value is 

10~30 degrees. 

 1.4 SAFE ALT Safe altitude used in RTH mode, in meter/feet.  



In RTH mode if the plane’s altitude is below SAFE ALT, it will climb to SAFE ALT as soon as possible.  

If the plane’s altitude is above SAFE ALT and distance > 500m, AP will fly to home according the 

line between the current position and a point above home (the altitude of this point is SAFEE 

ALT). If the distance to home < 500M, AP will decline to SAFE ALT as soon as possible. 

WPT/ALT mode will ignore this SAFE ALT parameter. 

 1.5 MAX THROTTLE Maximum throttle the AP can use in auto-fly mode (CIR/ALT/WPT/RTH), 

in %.  You can use this parameter to limit the maximum power output of your motor. 

 1.6 *MIN THROTTL Minimum throttle output AP will use for level flight, in %. Set a proper 

value to avoid the plane from stall when it is flying downwind. When the plane dives from high 

altitude this parameter will be ignore. 

 1.7 *CRUISE SPEED In kmph or mph. In auto-fly modes (CIR/ALT/WPT/RTH) AP will maintain 

the speed according to this parameter. A too high value will be inefficient. A too low value is not 

safe and will maybe cause the plane to stall. Recommended value is 40~60kmph. 

 1.8 *ROLL-P The gain of roll control. With a bigger ROLL-P value AP will deflect the aileron 

controlled surfaces more. A too big value may cause to oscillate in rolling. 

For a stable plane such as Skywalker it should be about 12. For a very sensitive plane, especially 

some flying wings, it should be about at 3-5. 

 1.9 *ROLL-D Damping value of roll control. If your plane oscillates for a while when it 

resumes to level, you can try to use ROLL-D to reduce the oscillating. But be careful, too big 

ROLL-D value will also cause the plane to oscillating all the time in short period. 

For a skywalker we suggest to use ROLL-P=12, ROLL-D = 4~5 combination. 

 1.10 *PITCH-P The gain of pitch control. With a bigger PITCH-P value AP will deflect the 

elevator controlled surfaces more. A too big value may cause to oscillate in pitching. 

 1.11 *PITCH-D Damping value of pitch control. It's similar to the ROLL-D parameter. Use 

some PITCH-D to make the plane become stable in pitching quickly. 

 1.12 YAW-P The gain of yaw control. Usually yaw control is not so important as the 

ROLL/PITCH. In most cases you can set it to 0. 

 1.13 CRUISE-P Cruising gain, the bigger the value, the faster the plane try to point to the 

flying path. A too big value will cause the plane to heading left and right, result in a flight path like 

a snake. A too small value will cause the plane not able to track the flying path well. 

 1.14 CRUISE-D Cruising damping, use to reduce the above oscillating heading in auto-fly. 

 1.15 ALT-P Altitude gain. The bigger the value, the faster the plane try to achieve the 

altitude. A too high value will cause to pitch up/down oscillating. A too small value will cause the 

plane not able to maintain its altitude. 

 1.16 ALT-D Altitude damping, use to reduce the altitude control oscillating. 

 1.17 ELE-ROLL MIX Elevator to roll mix. Use to hold the altitude when the plane turning. A 

too big value will cause the plane to turn too fast and not safe. Set it to 0 in most cases. 

 1.18 LAUNCH ANGLE In degrees. It defines the pitch angle of LAUNCH MODE. 

Launch mode is a special status of STB mode. It helps to launch the plane easier. Once launch 

mode is activated, it will maintain the plane level in roll, and maintain the pitch angle until you 

quit launch mode. 

You mainly control the throttle when launching the plane in launch mode. The AP will keep the 

plane at a pitch-up attitude to climb. You move the ELE stick AP to quit launch mode anytime. 

  How to enter launch mode: In MAN mode, holding AIL to the RIGHT for 3 seconds or 



longer, switch CH5 to HIGH, release all sticks in natural position. OSD will display "NEED 

STB MODE". Switch CH5 to LOW, then switch CH6 to MID, OSD displays "[LAUNCH]" and 

we are ready to go. Just give enough power then throw your plane out to launch it. 

 You can only activate the LAUNCH MODE when speed < 5kmph.   

 1.19 KEEP ALT RTH Force the plane to maintain the altitude when RTH and distance > 500m 

(but not below SAFE ALT). After the distance < 500m the plane will decline to SAFE ALT. 

 1.20 CIRCLE RADIUS Define the radius used in auto-fly modes in meter. This parameter only 

affects CIR mode and the circle radius above home in RTH* mode. 

 

2. PLANE SETTINGS [Settings about the plane] 

 2.1 AILERON use for setting reverse servo movement. Change this setting if your plane's 

aileron moves to the wrong direction in STB mode. 

 2.2 ELEVATOR use for setting reverse servo movement. 

 2.3 RUDDER use for setting reverse servo movement. 

 2.4 AP DIRECTION Allows you to install the AP to LEFT, RIGHT, or BACKWARD instead of 

NORMAL direction. Available options are "NOR/R90/180/L90": 

  

  

 

 2.5 *ROLL-TRIM in degrees. Use this parameter to compensate the AP installing error in roll. 

You can adjust this parameter to trim the plane's roll attitude. For example, the plane rolls to the 

left a bit in STB mode, you should increase this ROLL-TRIM to make the plane to roll to the right a 

bit. You should adjust the plane to fly well in MAN mode before use this to trim it. And don't 

forget to SENSORS SETTINGS->CAL. JOYSTICK after trim on your remote. 

A positive value trims the plane to RIGHT. 

A negative value trims the plane to LEFT. 

 2.6 *PITCH-TRIM in degrees. Use this parameter to compensate the AP installing error in 

pitch. You can adjust this parameter to trim the plane's pitch attitude. For example, the plane 

pitch down and lose altitude in STB mode, you should increase this PITCH-TRIM to make the 

plane to keep enough attack angle to flight. 

A positive value trim the plane to nose up. 

A negative value trim the plane to nose down. 

 ROLL-TRIM and PITCH-TRIM are both set according to the attitude of the plane when 

execute COMMON CALIBRATION 

 2.7 RUDDER-MIX Mix rudder to the aileron. Use this parameter to tell the plane to turn with 

both its aileron and rudder. A too big value will cause to a extremely turning. Set it to 0 if you are 



not sure. 

 2.8 COPY AIL TO RUD Duplicate the AIL output to RUD port. If your plane doesn't need a 

rudder, you can plug another aileron servo to RUD output to save a Y-cable. 

 2.9 AUTO SETHOME Define how many GPS satellites AP needs to perform the AutoSetHome 

action. 

 2.10 PLANE TYPE Select the plane layout. Currently there are 3 available layouts: 

 NORMAL: A plane with normal ailerons, elevator and vertical tail. 

 WING: A flying wing which only has 2 ailerons.(Which are also elevators in the same time). 

Connect the left/right servo to AIL and ELE output of the AP in this case. AP will mix the 

AIL/ELE controls, do not use any mix for wings on your remote transmitter. 

 V-TAIL: A plane with normal ailerons, and a V-shape tail. Connect the 2 servos of the tail to 

ELE and RUD output of the AP in this case. AP will mix the ELE/RUD controls, do not use any 

mix for v-tail models on your transmitter. 

 AP will set the PLANE TYPE when you load parameters via SAVE/LOAD->LOAD PRE-SET 

 2.11 CH5=H,CH6=M Define the mode AP will use when CH5=HIGH, CH6=MID. Option modes 

are CIR and ALT. ALT mode is more useful in most cases. If you select ALT here, the other mode 

(CIR) will be assigned to CH5=M, CH6=M automatically if you use a 3-position CH5. 

 2.12 PILOT ID Identification of the pilot. Move your THR stick to select a character. Lower 

your THR and move to left to quit the keyboard input screen. 

 2.13 LOW THR RTH Low throttle input will trigger RTH if you enable this option. Default 

value is DISABLE. 

 Some RC receiver only output failsafe PWM on THR channel. We are not able to define 

CH5=H and CH6=H for such RX to engage RTH when it loses radio signal. 

 To tell the plane to RTH in this case, we can define an extreme low fail-safe THR value (for 

example 930us) which the RX will never achieve in normal flight. Then we set this LOW THR RTH 

value to about 960us. In this sample, once the RX loses radio signal AP will detect a 930us signal 

(which is lower than 960us) on THR input and engage RTH mode. 

 2.14 EXCEED MODE TIME Timeout value for "EXCEED MODE". EXCEED MODE is a special 

status of WPT mode. In WPT mode, hold RUD stick to LEFT for 2 seconds to activate EXCEED 

MODE. A counting down time will display after the "WPT" on the upper-left corner. (Looks like 

WPT 12:23). Before time is up AP will not switch from WPT mode to RTH mode. That means the 

plane will not RTH even you turn off your transmitter now. We can activate the "EXCEED MODE" 

when we attend to fly to a waypoint which is beyond our radio control range. Move the RUD stick 

again to quit EXCEED MODE. 

 The minimum timeout value is 30 seconds. The maximum timeout value is 122.5 minutes. 

 You can also increase this value until it displays INFINITE. With this setting the AP will ignore 

the RTH command in WPT mode for ever. 

 You can still switch to MAN/STB/ALT/CIR mode when EXCEED MODE is activated. It only does 

not allow you to switch to RTH mode before timeout. 

2.15 AILERON LIMIT Limit the travel range of the AIL servo. (50%~100%) 

2.16 ELEVATOR LIMIT Limit the travel range of the ELE servo. (50%~100%) 

2.17 RUDDER LIMIT Limit the travel range of the RUD servo. (50%~100%) 

 

 



3. OSD SETTINGS 

 3.1 UNITS Select units (METRIC or IMPERIAL) used on OSD display. 

 3.2 OSD STYLE 2 OSD styles are available currently: CLASSIC and SIMPLE. 

 3.3 OSD LEFT-RIGHT Adjust position of the OSD contents on the screen to left/right. 

 3.4 OSD UP-DOWN Adjust position of the OSD contents on the screen upward/downward. 

 3.5 VIDEO MODE PAL or NTSC display mode. Only the upper part of the OSD is visible if you 

use PAL mode on a NTSC system. 

 3.6 BLACK EDGE Enable/Disable the black edges of the OSD contents. 

 3.6 DISPLAY R Define what should be displayed on the bottom-right corner of the OSD 

screen. 

LON/LAT: The GPS longitude, latitude and altitude above the sea level will be displayed. 

R/P: The ROLL angle and PITCH angle will be displayed. Positive values mean roll to RIGHT or pitch 

UP. 

 3.8 TOP VIEW RADAR Display a little icon to express the relative position of the plane to the 

home. The center point of the screen (the little plane icon) is the home location. The top of the 

screen is defined as NORTH. The plane will stop to move to the edge of the screen after the 

distane to home > 500 meters. 

 3.9 BATT2 VOLT Display the voltage of the 2nd battery. 

 3.10 OSD OFF[CH7HI] Allows you to use channel 7 on your transmitter (of course you need 

PPM connection in this case) to control the OSD to display or not. When CH7=H and HOME is 

already Set, OSD will disappear to give you a clear screen. 

 

4. SENSORS SETTINGS 

 4.1 CAL. GYRO+ACCL Calibrate the zero-point error of gyro and accelerometer. If the AHL 

doesn't match the horizon very well or the temperature changes a lot, you maybe need to 

perform this calibration. 

Ensure the plane stay absolutely still during the calibration procedure (no need to keep the 

plane level strictly, which is necessary for COMMON CALIBRATION). This calibration will take 

about 8 seconds. 

You need to warm up MFD AP for at least 3 minutes before you calibrate GYRO+ACCL. 

 4.2 CAL. MAG Calibrate the compass IC. After activate this calibration you have 20 seconds 

to turn rotate the plane in 360 degrees, then turn the plane over and do a 360 degrees rotation 

again. You need to power on the AP again after CAL. MAG. 

 4.3 CAL. VOLT Calibrate the voltage sensor reading. When you move the cursor to this menu 

item, the current voltage reading will display on the bottom of the screen. Use a multimeter to 

measure the real voltage value. Trim the compensation in 0.1% until the OSD display voltage 

reading matches the reading on your multimeter. Note that the OSD voltage reading needs about 

2 seconds to get stable while you are trimming. 

 4.4 CAL. VOLT2 Calibrate the voltage reading of the 2nd battery. The 2nd battery should 

connect to the air-speed sensor to be measured. 

 4.5 CAL. CURRENT Calibrate the current sensor. AP will save the current sensor value as the 

"Zero Point" reference of the current sensor.  

 4.6 CAL. JOYSTICK Read the neutral point of your sticks of your transmitter. You need to read 

the neutral point of your sticks after you trim on the transmitter. The default value is 1500us. 



 4.7 CAL. AIRSPEED Read the zero-point of your airspeed sensor. You must have your 

airspeed sensor plugged to AUX port to do this. Don't use anything to block the pitot tube. Make 

sure the airspeed sensor is in calm air before you calibrate it. 

 4.8 CAL. RSSI  There are 2 steps to calibrate RSSI: MAX and MIN. First you need to select 

MAX and execute it when your RX has the best signal strength. Then move to MIN and execute it. 

Turn off your transmitter now to make sure the RX has the worst signal strength. Make sure your 

RX Failsafe outputs CH5=H to avoid quitting menu system when you turn off the TX. (Usually we 

set F/S to CH5=H and CH6=H, so it should not be a problem). Keep the TX off until the 8 seconds 

countdown is done and min-RSSI is detected. 

 4.9 BATTERY TYPE Set the battery type of your power system. For example if you use a 4S 

LIPO please set this parameter to 4. This value is used to define the range of the voltage gauge on 

the bottom-left corner. AP assumes 4.2V/cell as a full charged battery, and 3.7/cell for a empty 

one. Set this parameter to 0 to make the gauge invisible. 

 4.10 DOWNLINK ALT Select what kind of altitude data should be sent to the MFD AAT 

(Automatic Antenna Tracker). 

BARO: altitude data from barometer. Usually we use this because it's accurate than GPS. 

GPS: altitude data from GPS. If you use "DuoTracking" function on your AAT system, and you are 

not at sea-level altitude, you'd better use "GPS" to work with your AAT. 

 4.11 GPS BAUDRATE Select the communication baudrate of the GPS, in BPS. Available 

baudrates are [DEFAULT,9600,19200,38400,57600,115200]. DEFAULT = 38400bps 

 4.12 CURR SENSOR Select 50A or 100A to match the type of the current sensor you are 

using. 

 

5. MISC SETTINGS 

 5.1 FLIGHT SUMMARY Displays the summary of your flight since last SetHome operation. 

 5.2 DATA RADIO Select the baudrate of the DATA port to work with a MAVLink GCS 

(GroundControlStation). Available options are [MFD,1200,9600,19200,38400,57600,115200].  

"MFD" mean the data port use MFD protocol to instead of MAVLink protocol on DATA port. MFD 

protocol is used for an audio tracking AAT. But with 5.0 or higher version AAT we have a great 

video downlink so the audio downlink becomes unimportant. You can use this port for MAVLink 

in most cases. 

 Using MAVLink protocol on DATA port allows you to connect your AP to the GCS via a 

data-radio/bluetooth/USB-TTL link. With a GCS you are able to upload waypoints, monitor 

the flying path.... etc. For more information refer to Chapter 7. 

 5.3 THR SAFETY Set this option to Y to disable the motor from rotating. We suggest to set it 

to Y when you are turning the plane on ground. 

 5.4 STICK DEAD ZONE define the "dead-zone" for the inputs, in us. Once a stick biases its 

neutral point greater than "dead-zone", AP will consider that this stick is being operated. For 

example, when you move ELE stick exceed the dead-zone in LAUNCH MODE, AP will exit LAUNCH 

MODE immediately. 

 5.5 OLD AATDriver If you are using an old version AAT (below V5.0), please set this option to 

Y to be better compatible with your old AAT. 

 5.6 SYS INFO Displays some information about the AP. The firmware version, PWM input 

values, neutral points... etc. 



 5.7 RESET ALL Reset all configurations for AP. You need to put CH6=HIGH to execute it. 

 5.8 INFLIGHT TUNING Allow you to adjust some parameters when the plane is flying. Only 

available when you use PPM connection between your RX and AP. Three options are available: 

NONE: Disable this function. 

R/P: Adjust ROLL-P and PITCH-P 

C/A: Adjust CRUISE-P and ALT-P 

Once this option is activated you can use CH7 and CH8 to adjust the parameters anytime. 

For example, if you set this option to R/P, you can use CH7 to adjust ROLL-P and use CH8 to adjust 

PITCH-P. The current adjusted ROLL-P and PITCH-P will be displayed on the center of the OSD 

screen all the time. 

These adjusted values are temporary. You need to save them in the AUTOPILOT SETTINGS menu 

manually if you are satisfied. 

 5.9 ONBOARD TRK ADJ This is about the onboard antenna tracker. Details coming soon. 

 5.10 ONBOARD TRK REV This is about the onboard antenna tracker. Details coming soon. 

 5.11 UTILITIES Allows you to use AP as a tool to config UBlox GPS or Bluetooth module. 

Connect your GPS or Bluetooth module to GPS port. Available options are: 

 Only MFD Bluetooth modules are supported. 

6. WAY POINTS 

 6.1~6.10 WAP POINT 1~WAP POINT 10 Define the position and altitude of the way points. 

To define a waypoint, you need to activate it first. Then move the ELE stick to RIGHT to enter the 

way point editing screen. 

In this way point editing screen you can use the ELE stick to move the way point to 

UP/DOWN/LEFT/RIGHT (N/S/E/W). To change the altitude of the way point please put CH6=MID. 

To set the altitude lower than SAFE ALT, you need to put CH6=HIGH. You can also zoom in/out this 

map with your THR stick. 

To quit this screen please lower your THR and move your THR stick to LEFT. 

 6.11 CLEAR ALL Clear all way points data. 

There are 2 kinds of waypoints:  

A: Defined by the above OSD menu. They are relative to the HOME position of the plane. 

B: Uploaded from GCS. They are defined in absolute GPS coordinates. So they are independent 

on the HOME position of the plane. 

You need to use this "CLEAR ALL" command to erase all the B type way points before you want to 

define A type way points by OSD. 

 

7. SAVE/LOAD 

 7.1 SAVE TO Save the current settings(including way points) to the AP. There are 5 available 

user-defined models for saving settings. 

 7.2 LOAD FROM Load settings from the 5 models. 

Option Description 

AP GPS Config the GPS to use 38400bps, NMEA protocol. 

AAT GPS Config the GPS to use 19200bps, NMEA protocol. 

AP BT Config the Bluetooth module to use 38400bps, name="MFD_AP". 

AAT BT Config the bluetooth module to use 1200bps, name="AATDriver". 



 7.3 LOAD PRE-SET Load settings from pre-set models. Read Chapter 3, Initial Setup part for 

more information. 

 

8. COMMON CALIBRATION 

 Execute the common calibration. 

 Before calibrating please place the plane level, and with a little bit attack angle as it is flying 

level. Keep the plane still, execute this COMMON CALIBRATION then release all sticks. Wait until 

the timer finishes counting down. 

 During the COMMON CALIBRATION, the following items are calibrated: 

1. The zero-point of the gyro and accelerometer. (equal to SENSORS->CAL. GYRO + ACCL) 

2. The neutral points of the transmitter. (equal to SENSORS->CAL. JOY STICK) 

3. The installing error of the AP. (equal to adjust PLANE SETTINGS->ROLL TRIM and PITCH TRIM 

manually). 

 If you only need to calibrate the AHL error when temperature changes a lot, please use 

SENSORS->CAL. GYRO + ACCL because it only requires the plane to keep still. A regular 

attitude is not necessary. It's more easy to achieved in the field. 

7. Ground Station 

MFD AP is able to be connected to a GCS to set way points, or monitor the flying path/attitude of 

the plane if you have a proper data-radio setup. 

Many GCS that support MAVLink can be used. We take APM Planner as a example here: 

First we need to establish a connection between AP and your computer/cellphone. A data-radio, 

a pair of bluetooth modules, or a USB-TTL cable does its job. Let's say we use USB-TTL cable. 

First we plug the USB-TTL cable to the 4pin DATA port. The black wire in the 4pin header aligns to 

the bottom pin of the DATA port. In this case we should remove the jumper cap on the USB-TTL 

board because we don't need 5V or 3.3V power supply from it. 

Set OSD menu MISC->DATA RADIO to a proper baudrate, for example 9600. Run the APM Mission 

Planner (it's an open source GCS which is also available on www.MyFlyDream.com). Select 

corresponding COM port, then click the icon on the upper-left corner 

 

After we connect to the AP successfully, click the "Flight Plan" icon on the upper-left corner to 

edit way points. Normally we use "GoogleSatellite" as the map type. 

If you are do thing in the field and have enough GPS satellites locked, you can click the "Home 

Location" to show your plane's current position on the map. 



 

Now you can place some way points on the map with your mouse. Make sure you set the correct 

altitude for the way points. 

 
AP can handle maximum 10 way points. When all way points are defined, click "Write WPs" 

button on the bottom-right corner to upload the way points to AP. 



For cellphones/tablets we recommend to use the android app "DroidPlanner2". Please set 

communicating baudrate to 38400bps and use bluetooth connection in the app. You need a 

bluetooth module plugged to the MFD AP data port in the meantime and set AP data port  

baudrate=38400bps to use DroidPlanner2. 

 

 Uploading way points will erase all the existing way points in the AP. 

And because way points uploaded from GCS use absolute GPS coordniates, if you want to 

define your waypoints in OSD later, you'd better use WAYPOINTS->CLEAR ALL to erase these 

way points uploaded by GCS. 

8. Firmware upgrade 

MyFlyDream will continue to improve the firmware to fix bugs and get better performance. 

Unless a warning message is given in the firmware update history, no setting will be erased 

during the firmware update. So please read the firmware update history before upgrade. 

8.1 Update the firmware of AutoPilot 

To update the firmware you need the USB-TTL cable comes with the AP. And current our update 

software only supports Windows system. 

1. Plug the USB-TTL to your computer (with a jumper cap on 3.3V position) and install the 

driver for it (Refer to Appendix A). After the installation, remember the COM port that 

the system assign to your USB COM port, which is shown in your computer’s device 

manager. Then unplug the USB-TTL from your computer.  

 For a 64bit hardware PC, please interrupt the automatic driver installation procedure. Please 

install the driver download from our website manually. Because there is a bug in the 

auto-install driver files. 

2. Plug the USB-TTL 4pins connector to the GPS port of the AP. The black wire should align 

to the pin in the corner of the AP. 

 

 

3. Use a sharp tool to hold the S-button in the AP: 

 

 



4. Plug the USB plug to your computer while holding the S-button. Then release the button. 

If LEDs of the AP flash when you plug USB to the computer that means maybe you didn't 

hold the S-button well when you plug the USB. Please unplug USB and plug it in again 

with firmly holding S-button. 

5. Run the firmware update software which can be download from www.MyFlyDream.com 

Just double click on "STMicroelectroinc flash load.exe" 

6. Select the correct COM port, then click NEXT: 



 

7. If things go well you will see a green light. Click the next button: 

8. Wait for a few seconds you will the software should recognize the chip successfully: 

STM32_XL-density_768K. Click next. 

If the software doesn't recognize the chip please stop update the firmware. Something 

must be wrong. You may try the update procedure again. 

 

9. Click the "..." button which is shown in the red circle and browse for the MFD AP 

firmware file. The firmware file is usually in a form like MFD_AP_YYYYMMDD.hex. 

Then click next. 

 

 



 

 

10. Wait until the progress bar turns green. The firmware update is done. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9.FAQ 

Q: Why I can't see OSD on my monitor? 

A: You need to feed video signal (from a camera) to MFD AP to get video output. 

 

Q: Why my receiver and servos are not powered by the AP? 

A: AP doesn't supply power to your receiver and servos. You need to use a BEC to power them. 

 

Q: Why it can't lock heading direction when I am in ALT mode and release all sticks? 

A: use SENSORS SETTINGS->CAL. JOYSTICK to let the AP know the neutral points of your radio. 

 

Q: Why the plane is not able to reach the target altitude in ALT/RTH/WPT/CIR modes? 

A: First you need to make sure the plane can fly almost levelly in MAN mode. If it can't, please 

use mechanical/electric trims to adjust it. Once you trim it on the radio please remember to CAL. 

JoySticks 

Then test it in STB mode. If it sinks please increase the AOA (Plane settings->PITCH TRIM) a little 

bit to increase the lift during level flight. 

If the plane still not able to climb to the altitude we need in ALT/RTH/WPT/CIR modes, increase 

PLANE SETTINGS->ALT_P a little bit to allow the plane to maintain the altitude better. 

 

 

10. Important Safety Notes and Disclaimers 

Any radio controlled aircraft may represent serious danger to people's health, life, and property. 

It is exclusively the pilot's own responsibility to plan the flights so that no one is put in risk of 

being hurt. MyFlyDream explicitly refuses any responsibility for whatsoever damage caused by 

your aircraft to people or property. 

Under no circumstances fly over crowded places, urban areas, military installations, in the vicinity 

of airports and over busy traffic roads. MyFlyDream explicitly refuses any responsibility for 

whatsoever damage caused to the third parties for whatever reason.  

Although an autopilot can give an unexperienced pilot an illusionary feeling of safety it is by all 

means not a replacement for insufficient piloting skills. Only upgrade to flying with an autopilot 

when you are absolutely confident about launching, flying and landing skills in an unassisted fully 

manual mode. MyFlyDream explicitly refuses any responsibility for whatsoever damage caused 

by unskillful piloting. 

Every reasonable measure has been taken to protect the autopilot from erratic behavior due to 

external radio frequency interference, however MyFlyDream explicitly refuses any responsibility 

for whatsoever damage caused by malfunctioning due to external interference. To avoid it, please 

test all your onboard equipment before taking your first flight with MFD AP and if necessary 

relocate rf-noisy parts of it away from the AP main unit and/or its peripheral components. 



MFD AP as a set makes a complete system. It is not an open architecture system. Using MFD AP 

main unit in combination with peripherals supplied by other manufacturers might or might not 

work depending on a multitude of factors no one can predict. Likewise, using MFD AP peripherals 

might or might not work with autopilots supplied by other manufacturers. MyFlyDream explicitly 

refuses any responsibility for whatsoever damage caused by using components of the autopilot 

with that of other manufacturers. No overhaul, replacement or refund will be made for any 

possible consequences of such usage. 

 

Please read the following information describing some known issues that can affect normal 

functioning of the autopilot. 

 

1. Do not place a GPS Tracker close to the AP. 

This kind of GPS trackers usually use GSM/WCDMA networks to 

send its position data continuously. Once the airplane flies high the 

GPS tracker will try to use maximum output to communicate with 

the base station. This kind of strong EMI maybe cause the AP 

malfunctioning. So please keep it as far as possible to AP (at least 

20cm). 

 

 

 

2. Do not place your video transmitter (especially the 1.2G type) too close to the AirSpeed sensor 

and GPS receiver. 

 

3. Avoid the high current ground loop issue. 

If you use a BEC on ESC to supply power to your RX and servos, you may have ground loops issues. 

In the worst cases the MFD AP will burn and cause to a huge loss. 

The BEC on ESC is not designed for complex systems. This diagram explains why the ground loop 

issue may damage your system. To avoid high current goes through the AP, please cut the BLACK 

wire of the ESC servo connector in this case. And please use thick wires to connect your ESC. 

 

 



4. Use sticky tape or a bead of hot glue to make sure the PPM or PWM cables do not accidentally 

disconnect from the radio Rx or the AP port. THIS IS NOT a regular failsafe situation which would 

normally activate RTH mode. Cable disconnection will invariably send an uncontrolled plane into 

an unknown direction. Results of that can be dire. 

 

 

Appendix A: How to install the FTDI driver 

1. Download the driver files and extract it with WinRAR. 

http://www.myflydream.com/download/FTDI_drivers.rar 

Plug the USBTTL cable to your PC. Cancel the automatically driver installation. 

2. Open Device Manager. Right click on the new devices with a yellow "?", select "Update Driver 

Software". 

3. Select "Browse my computer for driver software" 

  

4. Select "Let me pick from a list of device drivers on my computer" 

 

 

5. Click "Have Disk" button 

 

http://www.myflydream.com/download/FTDI_drivers.rar


6. Click "Browse..." button and navigate to the extracted directory which contains the file 

"ftdiport.inf". Then click the "Open" button.

 

7. Click "OK" button of the "Install From Disk" window and then click "Next" button 

 

8. insist to install the driver even the system prompts that the drivers files are not signed. 

9. Done. Remember that COM port number assigned to this USBTTL device for future use. 


